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Abstract—Facial recognition has always gone through a
consistent research area due to its non-modelling nature and its
diverse applications. As a result, day-to-day activities are
increasingly being carried out electronically rather than in pencil
and paper. Today, computer vision is a comprehensive field that
deals with a high level of programming by feeding the input
images/videos to automatically perform tasks such as detection,
recognition and classification. Even with deep learning
techniques, they are better than the normal human visual system.
In this article, we developed a facial recognition system based on
the Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH) method to treat the
real-time recognition of the human face in the low and high-level
images. We aspire to maximize the variation that is relevant to
facial expression and open edges so to sort of encode edges in a
very cheap way. These highly successful features are called the
Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH).
Keywords—Face recognition; feature extraction; Local Binary
Pattern Histogram (LBPH)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Among other biometric methods, face recognition is also
one of the ways to identify any individual subject. Face
recognition identifies anyone by comparing the physical
characteristics of the item. There are two face recognition
modes, still images and live video. The first step in face
recognition is face detection. Therefore, to perform facial
recognition, the system must position the face earlier in the
input image or video stream. This step is called face
acquisition or detection. In this section, the main face
recognition methods are described. Such as neural networks,
geometric feature matching, feature-based methods and graph
matching [1]. The following techniques were studied in the
context of facial illustrations. The geometric feature matching
method depends on the calculation of a set of geometric
features of the facial image. The general specification is
defined by a vector showing the position and size of the main
facial features, for example, the eyebrows, nose, mouth and
facial contours. T. Kanade [2] completed an innovative study
on automatic face recognition by implementing conventional
features. His system achieved higher results with 75%
accuracy on a data set of 20 subjects, and each subject took
two photos, one for the model and one for the test. Later, I.J.
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Cox et al. [3] proposed a hybrid distance method for automatic
face recognition. He scored 95% peak recognition accuracy on
a dataset of 685 subjects. In the hybrid distance method, each
face image shows 30 manual induced distances. B.S.
Manjunath et al. [4] proposed the fragmentation process for
the detection of feature units of every single facial image,
which decreased the storing capacity of the database, and it
generated 35-45 feature units per facial image. Face detection
based on geometrical approaches based on the geometrical
proportion between regular features by employing some
statistical models. These models calculate the distances
between features; they could be more beneficial for
identifying expected matches in a large dataset. Geometric
Feature-based algorithms have some advantages over other
methods like rotation independently, faster with execution
time, scaling [5].
Like geometrical feature matching and feature-based face
recognition approach, graph matching face recognition
approach is one of them [6]. Introduced dynamic link
architecture to falsification invariable object identification, in
this approach researcher utilize elastic graph matching
approach for calculating the nearest saved graph. This
approach called Dynamic link structure is an addition to
standard ANN. Sparse graphs represented memorize objects.
The vertices of sparse graphs are tagged through a multiresolution statement in the context of a local power spectrum,
and their borders are tagged with geometric distance vectors.
Recognizing the object from multimedia (Video, image) is
called object recognition, can be identifying by employing any
efficient method like elastic graph matching. Elastic graph
matching process by matching the cost function randomly
modified at every node. The better testing outcomes were
obtained on the dataset of 87 subjects and a group of office
objects containing various expressions with an alternation of
15 degrees. The matching procedure takes more computation
time; it takes 25 secs to match with 87 saved objects on the
symmetric device by 23 carriers. After that L. Wiskott [6]
modified this approach and compared individual front view
faces of 112 images. Probe pictures were deformed because
of the rotation in depth and variation in facial appearance.
Functional outcomes were achieved of facial images on big
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rotated angles. Resulting obtained 86.5% recognition
percentage on testing of 111 face images at 15 degrees’
rotation, and 66.4% recognition percentage on testing of 110
face images at 30 degrees’ rotation of a 112 neutral frontal
views [7]. Generally, dynamic link structure is dominant on
various facial recognition approaches in the context of rotation
stability; though, the matching procedure is extensive in terms
of computation.
The neural network is so much simplified face recognition
approach because of its non-linear architecture in the net
system. Therefore, the features extraction phase is more
effective than the linear technique, it selects a dimensionality
reducing linear projection that increases the scatter of all
expected models [8]. ORL database contains 40 objects, with
400 images of each object, recognition accuracy was 96.2%
obtained on this dataset. It takes 4 hours of training time and
less than 0.5 seconds for classification and provides limited
invariance to transformation, variation, scale, and distortion.
Though, the number of the individual is proportional to
computing time. Increase in the number of people, the
computation time also increases. Generally, neural networks
approach gets difficulties when the number of people
increases. Furthermore, a neural networks approach is not
appropriate for only a single model image recognition
experiment, since various model pictures per individual
subject are required to train the system at ―optimum‖
parameters setting.
SIFT is the most well-known and widely adopted
technique for feature extraction. This technique jointly uses
the difference of Gaussians (DOG) and image pyramid
concepts. By employing this technique, image is processed at
different scales by the Gaussian filter. This technique gives
excellent achievement if there are any illumination or
viewpoint variations presents, it is also invariant to the
rotation as well as a scaling factor [10]. Under the SIFT
feature matching technique, each feature of the test images is
compared to the dataset images. Euclidean distance gives bestextracted feature vector.
SIFT algorithm has four primary phases for the feature
matching process named as Scale-Space Extreme Detection,
KeyPoint Localization, Orientation Assignment and Key Point
Descriptor‖ [10]. SIFT algorithm is straightforward and gives
better results, but one drawback is of its computational
complexity and time.
SURF is a features indicator in an input image. SURF
detects the local features of the face image. The SURF
features detector is more efficient and robust than the SIFT
features detector. Comparing to the SIFT, SURF provides
excellent results. SURF indicators determine the interest
points in the face image. For the detection of interest points,
SURF uses decimal number estimation of the determinant of
Hessian blob indicator that could be calculated by three
decimal numbers actions by utilizing a pre-calculated integral
picture [9].
CNN is a very excellent and mathematical tool used for
complex computation for multimedia object images videos,
for many tasks like recognition, segmentation, etc. CNN is
also handy for the study of 2D variability shapes. In CNN

Local features with some share, weights are combined [11]
which is also used for sub-sampling purposes such as for
shifting the level, scale-invariance, and deformation.
Gabor wavelet frequency and alignment demonstrations
based on human graphical method, it is more suitable for
representing texture learning. Extracting the feature from
particular positions are also supported by Gabor wavelet, also
perform image analysis at different scale and orientations.
Frequency and rotations variations are also handled in these
techniques [12]. By using the Gaussian envelope, the Gabor
wavelet is an accentuated [13].
The principal component analysis is a traditional algorithm,
broadly employed in machine vision and pattern recognition
technology as well as used in feature extraction purpose [14].
In this algorithm, it is stated that ―any face image can be
reconstructed nearly as a weighted sum of a small set of images
which define a facial base (Eigen images), and an average
image of the face.‖ In 1991, Eigenfaces technique was
suggested by Turk and Pentland [14]. Eigenfaces were also
proposed for facial images recognition. Meanwhile, PCA
became best effective algorithm for facial recognition. The
PCA was frequently used for features extraction and dimension
reduction.
So far, the literature is well defined, the rest of the work
contains an overview of the facial recognition system,
Section III deals with the methodology and Section IV shows
the result and the discussion, and finally conclusion and the
future meaning is given.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
Face detection and identification process is a machine
learning technique, by learning and extracting the physical
characteristics of the human. Matching these features with the
tested images can identify the person or deny those people to
recognize. There are several challenging and varying
parameters in face detection and identification like
illumination, different poses, change expressions, low-quality
input images, etc.
There are several different perspectives about face
detection and recognition system; some of the projects only
focus on images with high resolution; some of them focus on
low resolutions. Recently researchers focus on the different
frontal view of images, from different angles, different
lighting illuminations, etc.
Traditionally, Face recognition system follows four
primary phases, listed follows; also the basic face recognition
diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
a) Face Detection
b) Preprocessing
c) Feature Extraction
d) Feature Matching
A. Dataset Preparation
We create our own dataset; the dataset contains a total
1000 images, 333 face images of each person with 60×60
resolution of each image. It is created based on face detection.
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Make different facial expressions and postures to a scene and
detect faces. The saved pictures are stored in the same folder
to form the generated face dataset. At this stage, the dataset is
preprocessed for the feature extraction process. The dataset
images have been converted into grayscale images for features
extraction, and then normalized those images for good
recognition results. For features detection, Haar modules have
been used to detect these local features in a given an input
image. Here, the input image refers to the digital image
captured by the camera. After detecting features, the classifier
will classify the input image as a face image as shown in
Fig. 2.
In this project, face detection algorithms are developed
based on Local Binary Patterns Histogram (LBPH). The
LBPH-based algorithm, the first step is to extract the image
pattern with the LBPH algorithm. Then, two thresholds are set
to calculate the probability of face in the image pattern. After
that, the sliding window applied to identify the faces in given
images and recognize those faces. From Fig. 3 we can
understand well.

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Local Binary Patterns Histogram
The goal of face detection is to detect [15] and locate faces
in the image, to extract human face to use in other areas.
Nowadays, there are many different algorithms to accomplish
face detection or recognition, such as Fisher faces, Eigenfaces,
Scale-invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Speed-Up
Robust Features (SURF). In this section, LBPH-based face
detection algorithm is introduced. LBPH algorithm is the
combination of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and Histograms
of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor. LBP is an easy but
powerful way to extract and label the pixels of an image.
Using the LBPH, we can easily represent face images with
just a straightforward vector.
Ojala et al. first introduced local Binary Patterns (LBP),
and it is designed to be a texture analysis for the gray-scale
image [16] [17]. To detect faces in an RBG (colored) photo,
we have to convert the image into a grayscale image at first.
For each pixel
, it is a vector that contains three values,
which is to represent the degree of red, blue and green. We
convert the RBG image into graa y-scale image by:
(

Fig. 1. Basic Phases in Face Recognition.

)

(1)

Where
represented the corresponding pixel in grathe
the y-scale image. The LBP operator is going to compare the
center value with its P neighbor values on the circle with
radius R and assigns neighbor value as 1 if center value is
bigger than the neighbor, assigns 0 on the contrary. In this
case, we set P = 8 and R = 1 which means that we consider a
3×3 check. The LBP operator labels the center pixel by
thresholding the 8 neighbors. For each center pixel, the LBP
operator outputs an 8 bits’ binary number and we convert it
into a decimal between 0 and 255 as a result.
We utilize the following notation to describe the LBP
operator:
(

)

∑

(

)

(2)

(
) is the results of the LBP operator,
Where
(x, y) is the coordinate of center the pixel in the 3_3 check.
is the center value in gray-scalthe e image,
is the
neighbor value in gray-scale the image?
Fig. 2. Image Preprocessing and Feature Selection.

The LBP operator reduces the influence of illumination
and returns the texture by considering every pixel in an image
that excludes the boundary pixels. The figure shows the demo
of the LBP operator for one pixel.
B. Extracting Histograms with LBP
Using the LBP result, we can generate a histogram for this
image and formed a data vector to describe the patterns of the
original image. The Histogram is about the frequency of the
occurrences of LBP result for each pixel. From the last part,
after doing the LBP operator, the value of each pixel is
between 0 and 255. Thus, the histogram contains only 256
positions.

Fig. 3. Face Detection and Recognition Methodology.

However, we are not considering the whole image directly.
We divide the image into several image pieces. We calculate
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the values of 256 positions for each image piece given Nx and
Ny, representing the number of cells in the horizontal
direction and vertical direction respectively.
Then, we concatenate all histograms of all image pieces to
form a more significant histogram. For instance, if we set Nx
= 4 and Ny = 4, we will have 4 ×4 × 256 = 4.096 positions in
the total histogram. Finally, we can use this total histogram to
represent the image by just one data vector.
C. LBPH Algorithm
The Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH), was
introduced in the year 2006 [18]. LBPH algorithm was
commonly used for facial recognition. This algorithm is based
on the local-binary-operator [19], broadly implemented in face
recognition, due to its discriminating strength and calculation
easiness [20].
Face recognition is performed by employing the Local
Binary Pattern Algorithm. The LP operator is applied for local
binary features by considering the Local Binary patterns [21]
which helps to shorten the local special features of the face
image. The LBP is the binary ratio of pixels intensities within
the center pixel. And it's around eight pixels. The
mathematical description is described in the below equation.
(

)

∑

(

)

(3)

Center pixel is shown by
and (pc, qc) represents the
surrounded eight pixels, it is very though very useful to
determine the face feature. In face matrix feature extracted
from the image to compare the values with center pixel values
to finally generate binary code.
D. Feature Vectors
Images divided into the region to show the faces
efficiently then these images have been subdivided into
regions, i-e 82= 64 regions. Histogram of each image is
composed by each potential label, where each bin in histogram
tells the information about the pattern to get the feature
vectors from histograms. The each regional histogram V
(V−1) + 3 bins: V ( ).
To perform the specific area with the help of the LBP
operator from the edges of the image if not exist this means
some section of the border is not related. For the image (CxD),
the feature vector is designed with the help of calculating the
) with xcє {U + 1,. .., C − U}
LBP code for all pixels (
and {U + 1, . . . , D − U}. If an image is divided into a × a
regions, then the histogram for region(
), with
є {1, . .
. , a} and
є {1, . . . , a}, Mathematically,
(

)
{

∑

{

(

)

}

*(

)( )+

*(

)( )+

(( )else

( )

(

)

} (4)

{

}

*(

)( )+

*(

)( )+

(( )else

In which M is the label of binary k and B(Z) = {1, Z is
True 0, Z is False
From the feature vector, we can get three districts levels of
the locality of the face; these labels combine information of
the little background level and architecture histogram which
provide the knowledge about the face.
E. Comparing the Feature Vectors
To measure the feature of images, the sample (H) and a
model (I) are used as so that the difference values between
feature vectors can be measured. Here with the help of
histograms can measure the difference between two images. Histogram Intersection
(

)

∑

(∑

(

)

(

))

(5)

Log-likelihood statistics
(

)

∑

( ∑

(

)

))

(6)

Chi-square statistics
(

)

∑

(∑

(

)

(

)

)

(7)

The
wthe eight of face rank the similarity of images by
the computing the histograms. The deeper the value of the x2,
the greater is the similarity.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed primary face recognition application has
been implemented in Python, Open CV image processing
library and LBPH algorithm over HD camera. In this
application, the algorithm applied for face recognition is
distributed in three dissimilar and independent sections.
1) Face image acquisition Module, 2) Dataset training
module, 3) Face recognition module. In the image acquisition
module, the user needs to run ―Dataset Creator. Py‖ file from
Python IDLE shell and enter the subject ID (see Fig. 4). This
module will open the ―Image Acquisition‖ window, which
will detect and capture the face images.
Application opens the externally connected camera with
PC, apply the Haar classifier to detect the face and capture
face images (see Fig. 5). The algorithm permits to store face
images in a folder with the subject ID and sample number.
After the preprocessing, all the 2000 captured images of 4
subjects will be stored in the same folder. Each image will be
assigned subject ID and sample number. Sample number is the
number of images per face image. So the sample number will
be different, while the subject ID will be the same for a single
face image (see Fig. 6).
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my three lab mates from the school of Information & Software
Engineering. The tests were executed, and the efficiency ratios
were examined in every situation. Fig. 7 displays the subjects
with their corresponding IDs. After the execution of the
training of the experiment subjects, facial recognition is
executed. The expected results generated by the system are
defined below.
B. True Positive
The real positive condition happens when the observed
individual’s data stored in the dataset folder and the
recognized subject matches to the one that is available in the
training dataset. Fig. 8 displays the result after applying facial
recognition; in this situation, the result is accurate.

Fig. 4. Image Acquisition.

C. True Negative
The true adverse condition occurs when the tested
subject’s data is not stored in the database, and the system
could not recognize that subject. Fig. 9 displays the result after
applying face recognition; in this condition, the recognition
result will be ―Unknown,‖ and hence the effect will be
considered as correct.
D. True Occlusion
True occlusion condition happens when the subject’s data
saved in the dataset folder without occlusion condition and the
recognized subject matches to the one that is available in the
training dataset. Fig. 10 displays the result after applying
facial recognition; in this situation, the result is accurate.

Fig. 5. Face Detection.

Fig. 7. Test Subjects.
Dataset

Fig. 6. Subject ID with Sample Number.

Fig. 8. True Positive.

A. Experiments
This part states that the experiments executed to match the
performance of the facial recognition algorithm applied in this
system. It is required to describe the experimental conditions
that must be acceptable for the proposed system. So, the
proposed experiments must be executed by changing certain
factors that are significant in the learning and recognition
method of the system. The following test was implemented to
examine the efficiency of the operating system—identification
percentage based on a threshold. To perform the experiments,
besides my dataset images, I also have taken dataset images of

Fig. 9. True Negative.
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Fig. 12. Training v/s Testing Accuracy Curve.

Fig. 10. True Occlusions.

E. True Pose Variation
True pose variation occurs when the subject’s position is at
a different angle concerning the camera, and the system can
recognize that subject even if in the dataset, only frontal view
face images are stored as shown in Fig. 11.
We evaluate the parameters and different values of our
model during the testing experiment which is given in the
Table I.
The accuracy of model is shown in Fig. 12 the accuracy is
taken against the Training and Validation dataset. We divided
our dataset, such as 50% training dataset, 30% testing and rest
20% validation dataset.
F. Setup
To implement the above jobs subsequent Hardware and
Software are required to grow the proposed the scheme. We
used software tools: Windows/UNIX operating system,
Python 2.7/3.6, OpenCV library, Numpy library, Matplotlib
library, Pillow library.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We purposed LBPH for image recognition and face
detection in the surveillance camera in a specific area. Having
obtained good results from various experimental analyzes of
this technique, they also provide valid results for occlusion,
pose variation, and illumination. Therefore, the proposed
system allows recognition and recognition of faces in a
controlled environment. As machine learning is very
important nowadays, there are many areas where this work
can be expanded. In implementing this project, we have
identified some areas for improvement, such as Limitations of
distance, the maturity of algorithms and camera qualities, even
using DNN techniques. Accuracy can be improved in the
future, which is more directly related to our work.
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Threshold
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times

80[5 each subject]
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